







































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































This research regards Keisho−Taiwakan, a theory of language learning unique to Japan, whose birthplace
was in real−world educational settings. Researchers developed this theory from 1981 to 1988, creating it by
fusing three sets of resources : Kiichiro Yamaguchi’s1943 and1952 theory and practices（Taiwa−kan），Mat-
suzo Kaito’s 1932 theory（Keisho），and Enosuke Ashida’s 1934 practices. The significance of Keisho−Tai-
wakan lies in its provision of a theoretical basis for practices in Japanese−language education（i.e., as a
first language）and language education generally.
Japanese−language education has emphasized the historical study of itself, but has received criticism（from
cognitive linguistics researchers）for its lack of exchange with related disciplines. To respond to this criti-
cism, we probe how works in educational sociology, educational psychology, and cognitive linguistics have
intersected with Keisho−Taiwakan, in terms of their acceptances of and objections to the theory. Our find-
ings can be summarized as follows :
1．Educational sociology regards Keisho−taiwakan’s educational philosophy of “explor for the self” as
problematic. However, it does so at the macro level, treating it as characteristic of the theory itself, when
in fact it is only regarded as an essential concept within Keisho−taiwakan at the micro level, by individ-
ual researchers.
2．Educational psychology has mapped and clarified the structure of “legitimate learning”（authentic learn-
ing）．Keisho−taiwakan has also mapped legitimate learning, but expresses it in a different form : “authentic
instruction” and “authentic learning”. The two domains should be able to solve the problem of “deceptive
studying”（i.e., rote memorization rather than thoughtful digestion）by cooperating and dealing with it to-
gether.
3．Cognitive linguistics can provide Japanese linguistic education with many excellent linguistic and think-
ing tools. In fact, Keisho−taiwakan−based language activities at sites of educational practice provide the
perfect opportunity to equip learners with these tools.
These findings demonstrate the possibility of employing the basic theory bestowed by the field of Japa-
nese−language education history to help solve contemporary issues.
Why Do We Need the Ideas of Keisho−Taiwakan?
Intersections with Three Related Disciplines
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